Consider the polyharmonic wave equation a:u + ( -A)% = f in [w" x [0, m ) with time-independent tight-hand side. We study the asymptotic behaviour of u(x, t) as t -t m and show that u(x, t) either converges or increases with order t ' or In f as t -t 03. In the first case we study the limit uo(x):= lim u(x, t) and give a uniqueness condition that characterizes uo among the solutions of the polyharmonic equation ( -A)% = f i n 58". Furthermore we prove in the case 2m 3 n that the polyharmonic equation has a solution satisfying the uniqueness condition if and only iff is orthogonal to certain solutions of the homogeneous polyharmonic equation.
Introduction
Consider the problem a:u + ( -A)% = Ciwff in R" x [O, a), u(x, 0) = a,u(x, 0) = 0 in R", where j -~ CF (R"), o 2 0 and A : = 8; + . . .a%. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of u(x, t) as t -+ co . In the case o > 0 it has been shown by Eidus [2] u(x, t) = e-iW'u,(x) + c1 J f(x')dx' + o(1) as t --f 00, R" with a suitable constant c1 # 0, where u, is a solution of (1.3).
01 704214/90/040275-17$08.50 3. If m > n, then u(x, t ) = t' -Wrn c2 jiwnf(xf)dx' + o(tl-"/"') as t -+ co , (1.5) with c2 # 0.
This shows that u(x, t ) is unbounded as t +. co if o > 0 and m =-n. As pointed out in [6] , similar resonance effects can be observed in the case o = 0, m = 1, n = 1 or n = 2. In section 2 we study (1.1) in the case o = 0 for arbitrary m, n E N. We discuss the asymptotic behaviour of the solution u as t + a3 and show:
1. If 2m < n, then u(x, t) = uo(x) + o(1) as t -+ 03 (1.6) uniformly in every compact subset of [w", where uo satisfies the corresponding static equation as t -+ co, (1.8) and for even n m -1 -n / 2 u(x, t) = 1 Dst2-* jiwnf(x')]x -x'Izsdx' s = o + D*lntJ f(xf)lx -xfI2'"-"dx' + u,*(x) + o(1) as t -+ 00 (1.9) iw" uniformly in every compact subset of R", where uo and u: are solutions of (1.7) and D, and D* are specified in (2.25) below.
Sections 3 and 4 deal with the polyharmonic equation (1.7) and with the solution uo determined by (1.6) . Note that (1.6) holds also in the case 2m 2 n iff satisfies the condition Note that this condition is weaker than (1.12), so that uo satisfies (1.13) also in the case 2m < n.
The verification of (1.13) yields as a further result the following statement on the solvability of (1.7) in the case 2m 2 n: (1.7) has a solution satisfying (1.13) if and only if (1.11) holds. Condition (1.1 1) says that fis orthogonal to certain polynomial solutions of ( -A)"k = 0 in R".
The analysis in Section 2 is based on the spectral theory for unbounded self-adjoint operators. Most conclusions are analogous to some in [S] and [3] . Here we give only a short description of the main steps. In Section 3 we use Green's formula to derive an expansion of the form
for every solution V E Czm(Rn) of the homogenous equation ( -A)% = 0, where cj # 0 are suitable real constants. This shows that (1.7) has at most one solution with the property (1.13). A Taylor expansion yields that uo satisfies (1.13) if and only if (1.11) holds. This, together with (1.14), implies the above statement on the solvability of (1.7) for 2m 2 n.
The time-dependent problem
We study the problem
with givenfeC,"(LW"). We require U E CZm([W" x [0, 00)) and u(., t )~ Hm(R") for every t 2 0, (2.2) where Hm(R") denotes the mth Sobolev space. Then u is uniquely determined (compare the discussion in [3] in a related situation). We extend the operator ( -A)m to a positive self-adjoint operator in L2(R") by setting
Let { P A } denote the (left continuous) spectral family of A. The functional calculus for unbounded self-adjoint operators and the elliptic regularity theory yield
jom :
In order to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of u(x, t ) as t + 00 we proceed as in [3] , to which we refer for a more detailed presentation of the argument. A modification of (3. as an integration by parts shows. If fl = 0, we obtain
I,*(t; 6 ) = 2 j 1 idp + 210 P dp + W,(t; 6; 0) = 21nt + ln6 + 2C, + Wl(t; 6; 0) (2.21) (C, denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant; compare (3.67) in [7] 
). This, together with (2.10) and (2.27), implies that for odd n 
if 2m 2 n and n odd, if 2m > n and n even 
Note that u,, and uz are solutions of (1.7). Since 
The polyharmonic equation

An example
Assume that 2m 2 n and thatfeCo"(R") satisfies (1.11). Consider the solution uo of (1.7) given by (2.32). In order to find a condition that singles out uo among the solutions of (1.7), we study first the special case m = n = 3. Since we obtain by (1. 
satisfies (3.4) for every x0sR3. In the following we prove that uo is uniquely characterized by (1.7) and (3.4) in the general case.
The uniqueness proof
We prove:
Remark. In the case n = 1 the integral in (3.6) has to be understood in the sense
s (X -x O I = R (3.7)
ProoJ: Let xo E R" be fixed and assume that R > 0. First we derive a representation of Jlx-xor = g(x)dS, for gECZ(Rn). We set B E : = {XE R": E < Ix -xo( < R} for 0 < E < R. In the case n 2 3 we use Ax(l/(x -X~I " -~) = 0 for x # xo and conclude from Green's formula that where n denotes the normal unit vector on aB, pointing into the exterior of B,. Letting E 10, we obtain by the theorem of Gauss (rn:= surface measure of the unit sphere in R"), and hence
Ag(x)dS, dr. (3.10)
This formula holds also in the case n = 1 with rl := 2. In fact, integrating by parts twice, we obtain
and from this and (3.7), (3.10) follows.
In the case n = 2 we use Axln (x -xo( = 0 for x # xo. As above Green's formula and the theorem of Gauss yield s IX -x0I = R If n # 2, then we obtain by (3.10) and induction with respect to k
Am-ku(x)dS, = rnR"-lAm-ku(xo) + C ~~~( l t ) A~-~+ j~(~~) R " -l +~j (3.14)
with suitable constants ckj(n)~R\{O). If n = 2, then (3.13) and induction yield also (3.14), since
Thus we have in R" (with arbitrary n E N)
for every solution u E CZm(Rn) of (3.5). This and (3.6) imply u(xo) = 0, which proves Lemma 3.1.
The existence of the solution
Lemma 3.1 implies that the problem
s Ix -xoI = R admits at most one solution UEC'~((W~). If 2m < n, then the function uo defined by (2.36) is the solution of (3.16). In fact, under the assumption fECA(R") we have uo E C y R " ) ,
(3.17)
and ( -A)'%, = f i n R", which follows from
In the following we suppose that 2m 2 n and that feC:(R") satisfies (1.11) and therefore (1.10). It is our aim to prove that the function uo given by (2.32) is the solution of (3.16). As above we have u o~C Z m ( R n ) and ( -A)"u0 = f i n R". Hence it suffices to verify the infinity condition in (3.16). For the sake of simplicity, we set if n is odd, if n is even.
First we study the case n = 1. Let xo E R be fixed. We choose an a > 0 such that f(x) = 0 for 1x1 > a. For R > max{a -xo, a + xo} we obtain from (2.32)
This implies by (1.10)
uo(x)dS, = 0 for R > max {a -xo, a + xo>.
(3.20)
Hence uo is the solution of (3.16). Now we study the case n 2 3, n odd. By (2.32) and (3.18) we have with z:= x -xo u,(x)dS, = D(n, m) fb') + O(R"-') as R + m .
(3.26)
Note that it suffices to restrict the inner summation in (3.26) to even indices 1 with 1 < 2m -n, since a( j, 1, n) = 0 for odd 1 by (3.25) and R2"'-'-' = O(R"-*) as R -+ m if I >, 2m -n + 1. We substitute k:= tj2 in (3.26) and change the order of the summations. Taking into account that n is odd, we conclude that
x JRn with Since we have assumed that fsatisfies (1.10) it follows from (3.27) that uo(x)dSx = O ( R n -2 ) as R 3 00.
. r IX -x0I = R This shows that uo is the solution of (3.16) if n >, 3, n odd.
(3.29)
Finally we assume that n is even. By (2.32) and (3.18) we have with z:
A Taylor expansion yields f(x')/x' -xOIZkdx' + 0(Rn-') as R + co. (3.34) s (3.35) From (3.34) and (1.10) it follows (3.29) . Therefore the function uo is the solution of (3.16) in the case of even n. Hence we have proved:
Theorem 3.1 Let fECh(Iw"). Furthermore assume that 2m < n or that 2m > n and f satisjies (1.11) . Then problem (3.16 ) has a unique solution U E CZm(Rn), which is given by (2.32 ).
An alternative theorem
In the case 2m < n, problem (3.16) has a solution for every fECh(IW") by Theorem 3.1. In the case 2m 2 n we prove the following alternative: Proof. It suffices to prove part 2 of the theorem, since part 1 is contained in Theorem 3.1. We suppose that 2m 2 n and that U E CZm(Rn) is a solution of (3.16) . We show that f satisfies (1.1 1) .
We set v : = u -uo, where uo is given by (2.32). Let xo E R" be fixed. Note that (3.15) holds, since u is a solution of the homogenous equation (3.5) . We combine (3.15) with (3.19) in the case n = 1, with (3.27) in the case n 2 3, n odd and with (3.34) in the case of even n. Then we obtain for odd n and for even n r m -1 m-nl2
u(x)dS, = c y:Rn-1+2k + 2 y;(lnR)R2m-'-2k + O(R"-2) 
with Pk(n, m) defined by (3.28) if n 2 2 and by 
Remarks
1. Assume thatfc Cg(R"). Then the problems (2.1), (2.2) and (3.16) are related: the solution u(x, t ) of (2.1), (2.2) converges to a limit uo(x) as t -+ 00 if and only if (3.16) has a solution. In this case the limit uo is the unique solution of (3.16). 2. The alternative Theorem 3.2 says that (3.16) has a solution if and only if f~ Cb(W") is orthogonal to the polynomial solutions of ( -A)% = f i n R" given by 
